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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Place value Just as each digit in a number has a place value no matter its Self-worth Psalm 8:4-8; 1 Corinthians 6:19=20
position, so each of us has a value in God’s sight no matter what
position each may hold .

Comparing In comparing numbers, one number can be greater, lesser, or Love Galatians 5:14
numbers both numbers equal.  God’s love for us is always equal.

Arranging As arranging numbers in order organizes them, so arranging Organization Exodus 18:25; Ephesians 4:11, 12
numbers our things in order, help organize our lives.

Adding whole When adding big numbers, start adding the ones first.  Gaining Excellence Matthew 25:23
numbers something big starts with one step.  Simple steps, efforts put

together can start something big.

Ordinal numbers Ordinal numbers position things in order.  Putting things in Punctual 2 Peter 3:9; Romans 13:11
order  helps punctuality.  Sun and moon are always punctual

Grouping numbers Use of grouping for more than two addends can make finding Cooperation Exodus 18:25
the sum easier, so use of grouping individuals can get a task
done much easier.

Word problems Practicing what has been learned to make solving problems Worship/daily Matthew 26:41; Hebrews 3:13
easier, daily practice of prayer and Bible study helps us face devotion
problems more easily.

Multiplication Tell the story of the boy with five loaves and 2 fishes.  Tell how Unselfish Matthew 14:17
sharing can multiply our blessings.

Money As we carefully invest our money for financial growth so we can Stewardship 2 Peter 3:18; Acts 20:35
Investment carefully invest our talents for spiritual growth.

Exponents Sharing the good news with others who are also willing Communication
to share, increases the spreading of the gospel exponentially.

Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below:
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